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Abstract
This project revolves around the creation of a tool that is capable of sizing solar systems
based on a short and simple interaction with its users. Photovoltaic, thermal and hy-
brid solar technologies are used for the designed system to be able to cover the highest
possible percentage of the total energy demand of a household. The tool also pursues
maximizing the profit that can be obtained from the system by optimally combining
the aforementioned technologies.
This report explains how the final web application has been built. Firstly, a brief market
study was conducted to see what other already available tools were like, and if any
features were (not) to be adopted from them. Secondly, some research was done on
solar energy in order to be able to devise a calculation process thatmet the requirements
of the project. Once this process was determined, the tool was implemented as a single-
page web application using mainly the JavaScript programming language and the user
interface was designed. Finally, a usage example of the tool wasmade in order to assess
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1.1 Origin of the project
The project originates from the inital talks with my tutor, Alba Ramos Cabal, who has
a deep understanding of solar energy systems coming from her scientific work. In the
early stages, this project’s aim was to build a quoting tool for solar PV systems alone.
However, Alba brought thermal and hybrid solar energy to the table and her suggestion
ended up changing the original idea. Upon the realization that the profitability of each
of these solar technologies highly depends on the weather and energy needs of the end
user, the project has ended up consisting in the development of a tool that not only
designs a solar system, but also does so with the aim of finding the most profitable
option for a particular location and energy needs.
1.2 Motivation
In my particular case, the main motivation for studying industrial engineering was to
lay the technical foundations for a future career in renewable energy. In line with that,
the main personal motivation behind this bachelor’s thesis is to keep expanding my
knowledge in this field as well as to develop something entirely new on my own.
Another aspect of this thesis’ motivation is trying to propose an alternative to the cur-
rent solar energy market trends. Although thermal energy is being widely installed
across new buildings because of the 2006 spanish building code [1], solar photovoltaics
(PV) have taken the residential market by storm and are the option that most house-
hold owners tend to go for. This is comprehensible because PV technology makes for a
great investment. Nevertheless, it is a fact that investments in solar thermal and hybrid
panels may outperform those in PV panels under certain conditions.
With prospectives of PV self consumption installations nearing 300-400 MW per year
in Spain [2], the opportunity is there to help those installing them take more profitable
decisions or even convince them to make a greater positive impact on the environment





The present project revolves around the creation of a domestic solar system quoting
tool that deals with different types of solar energy technologies and is able to output —
upon combining them— the most profitable solar system for different scenarios. What
is special about this project, is that it focuses on embracing thermal and hybrid solar
energy as part of the solution for household owners that wish to make the switch to
solar energy.
But why include thermal and hybrid panels when the domestic solar market is clearly
driven by PV technologies? According to the International Energy Agency, approxi-
mately half of the world’s usage of energy is in the form of heat [3] and, to put it into
this project’s perspective, space and water heating account for the 78.9% of the total en-
ergy consumptionwithin EU-28 households. Therefore, it can be said that solar thermal
energy, especially in its distributed form, has a huge potential insofar as it is capable to
satisfy this kind of energy needs in a clean and renewable way.
As mentioned earlier, the residential market of solar energy has been dominated by
PV technology due to its rapidly increasing competitiveness over the last few years.
By nature, though, the profitability of a solar energy system does not only depend on
the employed technology, but also varies in accordance with different parameters like
solar irradiance or satisfied energy demand, for example. These variations can provoke,
under certain circumstances, that either thermal or hybrid panels outperformPVpanels
in economic terms. The tool will recognise these situations and aid the user in taking
the smartest possible decision while also promoting the installation of solar thermal
technologies alongside PV systems when possible.
2.1 Objectives
The main objective of this bachelor’s thesis is to create what can be considered a first
iteration of this tool. The tool has to be able to output a viable solar system according
to certain input variables provided by the user. Broadly speaking, this main objective
can be divided into two sub-objectives:
15
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1. To devise a calculation process for the tool. This, in turn, includes two main
goals:
- To identify the necessary set of variables and how they will be used to size the
solar systems and calculate their profitability.
- To ideate an algorithm capable of using every possible combination of these
input variables in order to output the best solution.
2. To build the tool. This second objective also includes two sub-goals:
- To design an easy-to-use user interface.
- To achieve a working prototype.
2.2 Scope of the project
This project consists on building something new from scratch. Correspondingly, the
scope of this thesis includes covering this process step by step from a brief market study
to the creation of the actual tool.
Perhaps it is important to make clear that while the complete planning, ideation and
prototyping of the tool fall within reach, the level of complexity that this last stage will
be able to achieve will highly depend on time availability. Therefore, the scope of this
project includes a working prototype that is able to perform according to plan, but ex-
cludes any additional activities like fine-tuning the design, for example. These kind of
activities will be tackled if extra time is available.
Chapter 3
Market study
To get an idea of what the state of the art is like in terms of online solar system planning
and quoting, a market study has been conducted. This has consisted on the evaluation
of 4 different websites that allow their customers to plan out their solar systems online
by giving some key information. Although all of these sites try to reach the same goals,
it is interesting to observe the different user experiences that they make use of, as well
as the differences in the information that they require to make the calculations.
3.1 Repsol Solify and EDP Solar configurators
The first tools that are going to be explored are Repsol Solify and EDP Solar. These two
online tools are grouped together under the same subsection because they share a lot
of similarities. They have been chosen because of their connection with two reference
companies in the energy industry that surely have the average consumer in mind. As
can be deduced from the following paragraphs, they may not offer the most exact cal-
culation methods but they do provide an excellent user experience.
The user flow is quite simple in both cases. Upon entering their homepage, both tools
invite the customers to write their home adresses in a searchbar. They then proceed to
use this information to bring them to amapwhere they are allowed to easily draw their
roofs.
(a) EDP Solar: Homepage (b) Repsol Solify: Homepage
Figure 3.1: Homepages of EDP Solar and Repsol Solify
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(a) EDP Solar: Map (b) Repsol Solify: Map
Figure 3.2: Maps of EDP Solar and Repsol Solify
Up until this point, both tools have obtained an approximation of the roof space that is
available for the project with the use of Leaflet, which is a Javascript library that allows
using interactive maps within websites. They have also obtained the user’s location,
which they can later use to get anymeteorological data by querying external databases.
The two platforms then proceed to ask the user to answer three short questions with
the aim of getting to know their needs. The first question is the same in both cases;
whether the system is to be installed in a domestic or business setting. They also ask
an identical second question by requesting the user to indicate their monthly electricity
bill expenditure. Lastly, the two third questions differ one from each other. EDP wants
to know if the user resides in a housing estate, while Solify asks for the periods of the
day that tend to have higher electricity demands.
(a) EDP Solar: Questions
(b) Repsol Solify: Questions
Figure 3.3: Demand related questions of EDP Solar and Solify
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It is difficult to know exactly what each piece of information is going to be used for.
However, one may conclude that the two platforms are going after an estimation of the
electricity demand and that, together with the meteorological data that they can obtain
from step one, they are able to devise viable solar systems. Once all the answers to these
questions have been introduced, the users are shown their personalized output.
Excluding some subtleties, the two outputs contain basically the same information, as
seen in figure 3.4. The user gets to know how big the solar system is going to be in
power terms, as well as the pricing and the savings that come with it. Additionally, the
EDP Solar tool offers two options at different price points. One is the advised minimal
investment and the other one is labeled as the optimal solution.
(a) EDP Solar: Output
(b) Repsol Solify: Output
Figure 3.4: Outputs of EDP Solar and Solify
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3.2 Zolar
The third tool that will be analyzed is from the German company Zolar. This company
was a pioneer in terms of online solar systemquoting andwhat is interesting about their
tool is that, in contrast with the ones that were presented earlier, the process from quote
to installation happens entirely online. The other tools’ prices were subject to a later
evaluation of the project but, unlike those, Zolar does not give the customers an instant
quote. Instead, it takes some time to process their data and send them a full assessment
that is ready to be accepted and includes different options, profit simulations and a 3D
model of the system among other things.
The first step of the Zolar quoting tool entails choosing between a solar system with or
without batteries.
Figure 3.5: First step of Zolar
After this first step, the functioning is very similar to what has been seen in the previ-
ous platforms; users are asked to give information about how many people live in the
house, the inclination of their roof and their location. As previously mentioned, there
is no immediate output and, after a few days, Zolar sends a full report together with
an offer. It is interesting to see that instead of using the electricity bill, Zolar makes use
of the number of dwellers to estimate electricity demand. They also introduce the roof
inclinationmetric, which could be used to either calculate additional fixing andmount-
ing costs or to compute the separation between panel rows, as different inclinations will
imply differences in panel-provoked shading.
3.3 Sunny Design
Lastly, the tool Sunny Design from the company SMA has been analyzed. This is a full-
fledged solar system design tool that is oriented towards solar energy professionals and
boasts a very wide range of options. It also has a quick configuration mode, which is
the one that has been observed.
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The inital step, similarly to what has been seen so far, consists on setting a project name
and a location. Additionally, the tool also asks for the inverter grid connection to subse-
quently select compatible inverters. Although this may not be a problematic question
for a lot of people, it is worth pointing out thatmany other technical questions are posed
after this step and throughout the whole Sunny Design user flow.
Figure 3.6: First step of Sunny Design
During the second step, a very elegant way of laying out the PV panels is presented. It
is possible to generate a 3D model of a house that accurately resembles reality in terms
of size and orientation and to position the array of panels over its roof. Once the array
is positioned, Sunny Design suggests a viable combination of inverters and allows the
customer to select any desired communication systems.
(a) Sunny Design: 3D simulation (b) Sunny Design: Inverter and communica-
tions
Figure 3.7: Second and third steps of Sunny Design
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After these second and third steps, the tool offers a detailed profitability analysis that
can be customized for each customer’s specific costs (€/kWp) and annual fixed costs.
It also allows for the inclusion of financing models and the modification of expected
electricity price scenarios.
Overall, Sunny Design can be graded as the best and most exact tool that has been
examined so far, but it can also be said that making use of it can be difficult and coun-
terproductive. The average consumer will find it challenging to deal with some steps
of the process and can get to a wrong configuration if the tool ends up not being used
correctly.
3.4 Findings
The four tools that were analyzed in this chapter achieve different accuracy degrees
and do so through different ways of interacting with the client. It is noticeable that
EDP, Repsol and Zolar runweb applications that are really pointed towards the average
consumer while SMA has a much more detail-oriented tool.
The aim of this project is to be as consumer friendly as possible. Therefore, it is con-
cluded that the tool that will be developed needs to resemble the ones that were ex-
plored in subsections 3.1 and 3.2. However, it is also observed that these tools do not
take into account some variables that are essential in solar systemdesign like roof orien-
tation, for example. Apart from this, it is also worth mentioning that, thanks to Repsol
and EDP being such enormous corporations in the energy industry, they may be able
to rely on huge databases that allow them to do things like accurately estimating elec-
tricity demand based on consumers’ electricity bills. Zolar is a much smaller company
and approaches this issue by asking for the number of dwellers in the house, so it will
be precisely variables like this one that will be explored in further sections in order to
be able to make this kind of estimations.
Chapter 4
Proposed solution
The different solutions presented earlier in chapter 3 show some viable options of how
tools of this kind may be implemented and give a general idea of what the one we are
aiming for should be like. However, because we also need to take into account solar
thermal and solar hybrid technologies, which the other tools do not, a new approach
should be devised.
This new approach takes into account the possibility of installing any of the three types
of solar energy technologies and outputs the optimal combination of panels that maxi-
mizes the Internal Return Rate (IRR) of the investment for any given area. This section
describes the proposed solution from a theoretical point of view.
4.1 Preliminary remarks
Before starting to introduce the proposed solution it is important to make some pre-
liminary remarks. The most important remark to be made is possibly that, due to the
nature of some of the estimations and calculations, the present toolwillworkwell across
locations within mainland Spain. As we move away from the 41º latitude mark, how-
ever, estimations are expected to become increasingly inaccurate. This could be fixed
in future versions of the tool.
The other remark to be made is that another small market study has been carried out
in order to select the panels of each technology that the tool will be dealing with. This
panel selection is detailed in the following three subsections.
4.1.1 PV Panel selection
Different types of solar cell technologies can be used to generate electricity and many
different panels are available nowadays with varying characteristics. Efficiency, for ex-
ample, varies across technologies as depicted in figure 4.1 [4].
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Figure 4.1: Record lab efficiencies for different PV technologies
With a record lab efficiency of 26.7%,mono-Si technology is themost competitive nowa-
days in terms of performance, which translates into a dominant 69% market share [5].
Although its utilization also comes with many drawbacks, like the use of highly toxic







Figure 4.2: PV market distribution
Therefore, mono-Si has been considered to be the
technology that best fits this project’s needs and
a further analysis has been carried out among the
best mono-Si PV panels to make a final decision.
The website energysage.com energysage provides
information on countless PVpanelmodels and has
an option to filter them based on specific criteria.
A total of 10mono-Si panels have been selected for
this comparison, 5 have been picked from the best
ones after filtering by efficiency and, similarly, an-
other 5 have been picked from the most popular
ones as of March 2020.
Table 4.1: Analysis of various PV panels
Panel Name Nominal Power [W] Dimensions [mm] Area [m2] Wp/m2 €/Wp Ratio
REC Alpha REC370AA 370 1721 x 1016 1.75 211.43 2.52 83.90
LG NeON 2 LG350N1C-V5 350 1686 x 1016 1.71 204.68 2.74 74.70
Panasonic HIT VBHN330SA17 330 1590 x 1053 1.67 197.61 2.71 72.92
Solaria PowerXT-370R-PD 370 1621 x 1116 1.81 204.42 2.82 72.49
Sunpower X-Series X22-370 370 1558 x 1046 1.63 226.99 3.26 69.63
Silfab SLA-M SLA-310M 310 1650 x 990 1.63 190.18 2.74 69.41
LG NeON R LG375Q1C-V5 375 1700 x 1016 1.72 218.02 3.15 69.21
REC Alpha Black REC360AA 360 1721 x 1016 1.75 205.71 3.01 68.34
Sunpower E-series SPR-E20-327 327 1558 x 1046 1.63 200.61 3.04 65.99
Panasonic HIT+ VBHN340SA17 340 1590 x 1053 1.67 203.59 3.14 64.84
The final decision is based on the efficiency to price perWatt ratio. Among these panels
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it is higher in the REC370AA model from the manufacturer REC Alpha. Its data sheet
can be found in the appendix II.
4.1.2 Solar thermal panel selection
Solar thermal technology is also divided in various types of panels with different work-
ing principles. Two main groups can be identified; flat plate thermal collectors and
evacuated tube collectors. The efficiency of solar thermal collectors varies alongside
weather variations but, generally, it can be said that evacuated tube collectors have bet-
ter overall efficiency [6]. They also have a design advantage in cold weathers as they
can hardly be covered by snow. However, it can also be stated that flat plate collectors
are more economically feasible because of the reduced purchase costs of the panels [7].
For this reason, FPC are considered to be the best fit for the project and this part of the
study is going to focus on comparing different flat plate collector models.
In contrast with PV panel information, which is more widely distributed across the
internet, information of FPC is not as accessible. In this case, only three collectors from
three leading manufacturers will be compared based on their technical specifications
and prices as listed on the Spanish distribution site gasfriocalor.com.
In order to be able to compare the different collectors, their efficiency needs to be cal-
culated. The efficiency of an FPC can be calculated according to equation 4.1, as the
european solar thermal industry federation indicates [8].








- a1 and a2 are the specific heat loss coeficients of the collector.
- η0 is the zero-loss efficiency of the collector.
- G is the solar irradiation.
- Tm is the operating temperature of the collector.
- Ta is the ambient temperature.
In this comparison, η0, a1 and a2 are going to be taken from each collector’s datasheet
and the weather parameters will be assumed to be those of Barcelona (Spain), with
an average ambient temperature of 21,2 ºC. Finally, the solar irradiance is fixed at 1000
W/m2 and the operating temperature of the collector will be considered to be 50 ºC as
advised for domestic hot water systems by the ESTIF. The result of the comparison is
displayed in Table 4.2.
In the end, the selected collector is the ECOTOPVHMNfrom the Spanishmanufacturer
Ferroli. While it does not have the best efficiency under these particular assumptions,
its competitive price gives it an advantage over the other twomodels as depicted by the
efficiency to price perWt ratio. The datasheet of the chosen thermal panel can be found
in the appendix II.
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Table 4.2: Comparison of three different flat plate collecotrs
Collector Area [m2] Efficiency €/Wt Ratio
Ferroli ECOTOP VHMN 2.47 0.65 0.23 2.78
Viessman VITOSOL 100-FM 2.51 0.67 0.25 2.69
Baxi SOL250 2.37 0.69 0.29 2.41
4.1.3 Hybrid panel selection
Solar hybrid technology combines electricity and heat generation in the same compo-
nent. Although hybrid panels are generally more expensive than any of the other two
types, they can provide higher energy yields and make the most out of any given area.
As happened with solar thermal collectors, not much information is available online
regarding this type of solar panels. In this case, the choice is not going to be based on a
comparison but on proximity of the product and availability of data and pricing. Abora
Solar, a spanish startup based in Zaragoza, claim to have developed the most efficient
solar PVT panel in the world, the AH72-SK. This panel replaces their previous model,
which they also claimed to be the most efficient panel in the past.
The technical specifications of this panel are displayed in table II.IV and its datasheet
can be found in appendix II.
Table 4.3: Technical specifications of the chosen PVT panel
Panel Abora AH72-SK
Area [m2] 1.96




An algorithm is a set of rules to be followed in calculations or other problem-solving
operations. In this subsection, the algorithm devised for the quoting tool will be intro-
duced and its main characteristics will be explained.
The first step towards designing the algorithm was to define its main goals. As stated
in previous sections, the aim of the project is to create a tool that will calculate the best
possible domestic solar systemwithin certain space constraints, selecting themost prof-
itable system considering a single solar technology or a combination of solar technolo-
gies among three different ones. Therefore, the algorithm will always prioritize maxi-
mizing savings while covering the maximum possible amount of the energy demand,
taking into account the space limitations of each particular study. Figure 4.3 includes a
block representation of the final algorithm, which will be thoroughly explained in the
following subsections.
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Figure 4.3: Simple block representation of the algorithm.
4.2.1 Input variables
Taking into account that the tool’s purpose is to be used by the general public, it is
crucial for it not to be too tedious to use. At the same time, it is also important to
achieve the best possible approximations for a good customer experience all the way
from the online design phase to a hypothetical system installation. For this purpose,
eight critical variables have been identified that allow for the calculation to be accurate,
while keeping the time investment of potential customers as short as possible. This
subsection tries to introduce these five input variables and their function within the
calculation process.
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House location and roof size
Geographical location and roof size are probably the most important variables. Loca-
tion can be used to obtain location-specific irradiation data by using an externalweather
database. This information is indispensable to calculate the energy yield of any solar
system. On the other hand, roof size will represent the space restriction under which
the calculations need to be made.
Number of dwellers Ndw
The user will also have to enter how many people live in the household. This vari-
able will enable the tool to obtain a relatively good energy demand estimation without
having to rely, for example, on a detailed listing of electrical components within the
dwelling. Two types of energy demand will be obtained from this input variable:
• Electricity demand: traditionally, electricity demand from households can be ex-
plained as a function of habit, income, price, climate-related variables, the use of
electrical appliances and other socioeconomic factors such as household size [9].
For the sake of simplicity, household size has is the chosen variable, as it allows a
decent approximation without having to ask for too much data. Taking the aver-
age electricty consumption per dwelling in Spain in 2017, which was 3790 kWh,
[10] and dividing it by the average number of dwellers per household in Spain
(2.5), we obtain an average electricity consumption per person of 1516 kWh/year.
Electricity demand will be estimated in kWh as depicted in equation 4.2.
Del = 1516Ndw (4.2)
• Domestic hot water (DHW): many scientific studies have found that there is a
linear correlation between DHW demand and the number of dwellers within a
household [11]. However, these studies where not conducted in Spain and con-
sequently do not provide realistic approaches for Spanish households. Then,
DHW demand is also going to be estimated based on the numbers available in
the ODYSSEE 1 database. Odyssee indicates that the DHW demand in Spanish
households, excluding heating purposes, averages 0.15 toe/dwelling. This trans-
lates into 697.8 kWh/year·person after the unit conversion. Equation 4.3 explains
how this kind of energy demand will be computed (result in kWh).
Ddhw = 697.8Ndw (4.3)
House size Sh
Just as the number of dwellers provides enough information for a comprehensive eval-
uation of electricity and DHW energy demand, house size is one of the main variables
1ODYSSEE is an energy efficiency database co-funded by the Horizon 2020 programme of the Euro-
pean Union
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to look at when trying to estimate heating energy demand. Although weather is ob-
viously another hugely influential variable, no scientific sources have been found that
quantify the effect of weather alone on heating demand. For that reason, Spain’s aver-
age numbers will be taken from the ODYSSEE database and used to calculate heating
energy demand. The yearly average per square meter in Spain comes at 4.61 koe/m2
which is equivalent to 53.61 kWh/m2. Equation 4.4 shows how heating related energy
demand will be calculated in kWh.
Dh = 53.61Sh (4.4)
Electricity demand profile
For the purpose of accurately calculating savings coming from solar PV technology, it
is essential for the electricity demand profile to be estimated. That is because revenues
from a PV system will enourmously depend on whether the generated electricity is
used for own consumption or dumped into the grid. While feeding it into the grid will
pay the owner about 3 cents/kWh, using it for their own consumption can be as much
as five times as profitable under today’s electricity prices.
The toolwill get an idea of the electricity demandprofile by asking the customerwhen is
it that electricity is consumed in the household. As will be detailed in further sections
that refer to user interface, the user will be given three options including "Morning",
"Afternoon" and "Night", and will have to select one, two or all three of them. Table 4.4
shows the assumptions that will be made depending on the user’s selection.
Table 4.4: Assumptions of self consumption based on user selections








Domestic space and water heating type
The most popular heating systems in Spain use natural gas, while electric ones fall in
second place [12]. Due to the popularity of natural gas systems in Spain, the tool will
calculate thermal panel savings based on howmuch they outperformnatural gas. How-
ever, in order to fine-tune the algorithm and adapt to the reality that a lot of heating sys-
tems also use electricity, a question will be asked to the customers regarding the type
of heating system within their households. The user will be given the option to choose
between the natural gas and electric alternatives in both space heating and water heat-
ing, and estimated energy demands will vary accordingly. If there’s any case where
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thermal energy demand is equal to zero, for example, thermal panels would no longer
be considered viable for that particular case, as there would be no heating demand to
be met.
Roof slope
To avoidmutual shading between solar panels, the appropriate distance between panel
rows needs to be calculated. This is important because the space that we will need in a
roof to place a solar panel is not equal to its size, but to the space it physically takes up
plus the shading that comes with it. With this in mind, the tool will be asking for the
slope of the roof in order to be able to perform the calculations shown in equation 4.5.
Although the optimal value for any location in mainland Spain would be around 30 de-
grees, the inclination angle of the panels is fixed at 50. Choosing this more pronounced
inclination will increase energy yield during the winter months while only provoking




+ lcos(50− α) (4.5)
Figure 4.4: Calculation of the distance between panel rows
This distance d is computed according to the drawing in figure 4.4, considering that the
angle of incidence of sunlight at 12:00 p.m. in the winter solstice is 25 degrees. If we
multiply this distance by the width of the panels we obtain the real size they will be
occupying in each particular roof.
Roof orientation
The last important variable to take into account is roof orientation. Roof orientation is
extremely important because it complements the geographical coordinates in estimat-
ing the amount of solar irradiation that a particular surface is hit by. By knowing its
value, the application will be able to calculate losses with respect to the optimal ori-
entation in the northern hemisphere, which, to maximize energy output, is having the
panels facing south. To make this calculation the formula shown in equation 4.6 will
be used [13].
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Losses(%) = 100 · [1.2 · 10−4 · (β − βopt)2 + 3.5 · 10−5 · α2] (4.6)
Where:
- β is the panel inclination angle (always 50º) and βopt is considered to be 30º.
- α is the Azimuth angle, which is the roof orientation value provided by the user.
As an example, figure 4.5 displays the value of these losses for the 41 degree latitude
and varying azimuth and inclination angles.
Figure 4.5: Depiction of orientation losses at a 41º latitude
4.2.2 Calculation process
As seen previously on figure 4.3, the first step of the algorithm is labeled "Technology
comparison". The purpose of this step is to compare the different technologies based
on profitability and help the algorithm decide on one of them to start iterating. De-
pending on space availability, the calculation will either run up until the end and find
the optimal installation that satisfies energy demand, or stop due to space restrictions.
Having made this initial analysis ensures that in limited space scenarios, were only a
handful of panels fit, only the most profitable ones will be chosen.
In order to compare the different technologies, a full economic assessment will be con-
ducted with the help of the input variables and some additional information that can
be obtained from them. This analysis will be based on the cash flows per unit area of
each type of panel over the total investment time, which is considered to be 25 years.
By comparing the internal return rates obtained for each technology, the algorithmwill
be able to take a decision and choose the better performing panel in each situation. The
process that needs to be executed after this initial comparison is self explanatory from
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what can be seen in figure 4.3, so this section is solely going to focus on explainingwhat
this initial step consists in.
In order to make this economic analysis, both initial investment cost and cash flow for
each of the analyzed periods are needed.







- C is the panel cost in €.
- p is the percentage of the total cost of installation that the panel represents.
- S is the size of a single panel in m2.
From this point on, however, the computation of annual cash flows for each technology
relies on certain particularities that make it worth separating the explanation in three
different subsections.
Solar PV
For solar PV, initial investment cost is calculated according to equation 4.7, taking 1.75
m2 as the size of the panel and 240 € as its price. Finally, it is known that, on average,
PV panels represent about 58% of the total installation costs [14], so this is the value we
will be giving to p.
Cash flow is calculated by substracting operation and maintenance cost from income.
In this study, because they represent very low fees, no O&M costs have been consid-
ered. Therefore, only income coming from the generation of electricity will be taken
into account in the Cash Flow calculation.
For PV, two main income surces have been identified. In the first place, every kWh
generated by the system and directly consumedwithin the household will be replacing
a kWh that would otherwise be coming from the grid. As a consequence, this kind of
consumption will imply savings per kWh equal to the electricity price. Secondly, every
KWh that is generated and not used is going to be directly sold and fed into the grid in
exchange for a small compensation. This compensation is around 3-5 cents per kWh as
of 2020.
Calculating the income coming from a PV system means multiplying the total amount
of electricity generated by the savings/compensation you get from it. Equation 4.8 ex-
plains how the cash flow per metre calculation is done for each year i.
CFi = E · Pe,i · SC + EPs,i · (1− SC) (4.8)
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Where:
- E is electricity generated in kWh during the year i per square metre.
- Pe is the average electricity price in the year i in €/kWh.
- SC is the percentage of self consumption of the generated electricity.
- Ps,i is the price of the electricity surpluses for year i in €/kWh.
An explanation is needed as to how the values of the variables in equation 4.8 are
reached. The next paragraphs depict how electricity generation, prices and self con-
sumption are calculated.





· PSH · 365 (4.9)
Where:
- PSH are the daily average peak sun hours in the studied location.
- Pn is the nominal rated power of the selected PV panel in kW.
- S is the surface of the selected PV panel in m2.
By using the roof location, which is one of the input variables, aweather database can be
accessed and the value of PSH for that particular location extracted. Peak sun hours are
a measure of howmany solar radiation is received in a day; they tell howmany hours it
would take to get the same amount of radiation under standard test conditions(W/m2).
This value can be multiplied by the nominal rated power of the PV panel to obtain
energy yields because this power value is the one obtained under STC. Finally, the daily
electricity production is multiplied by 365 days in a year and divided by the surface of
a panel to obtain a yearly electricity yield in kWh/m2.
Other important factors in the cash flow calculation are electricity prices and surplus
compensations. These represent a challenge in the process of correctly estimating rev-
enue, as it is very difficult to foresee electricity prices in the long term. However, looking
at past trends, a steady increase in household electricity prices has been taking place
since 2008 [15]. Figure 4.6 shows this evolution.
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Figure 4.6: Evolution of household electricity prices in Europe
The graph shows an average growth rate of electricity prices of about 3% yearly. Con-
sidering that this trend will continue into the future, electricity prices used to calculate
revenue for each period will be obtained from equation 4.10, which estimates them
based on the expected evolution of the consumer price index.
Pe,i = Pe,0 · (1 + CPI)i (4.10)
Where:
- Pe,0 is the average electricity price during year 0 in €/kWh.
-CPI is the expected average evolution of the consumer price index during the 25 years
after the investment.
A realistic assumption regarding these two variables would be to take an initial elec-
tricity price of 0,15 €/kWh and an average expected CPI rise of 2% yearly. In the same
way, surplus compensations are calculated as depicted below in equation 4.11, taking
3 cents/kWh as the initial compensation for surplus electricity.
Ps,i = Ps,0 · (1 + CPI)i (4.11)
Where:
- Ps,0 is the average electricity surplus compensation during year 0 in €/kWh.
-CPI is the expected average evolution of the consumer price index during the 25 years
after the investment.
Lastly, the percentage of self consumption is taken from the assumptions that have al-
ready been explained previously in table 4.4.
Everything that goes into equation 4.8 has been explained. The final metric of the com-
parison is the internal rate of return, which can be calculated in different ways. The first
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one is Schneider’s approximation, shown in equation 4.12, which allows the calculation






i=1 i · CFi
(4.12)
The second one consists in iterating the net present value formula until a discount rate
that makes it equal to zero is discovered. This is the one that better adjusts to the IRR
definition and the one that has been chosen for this project. Equation 4.13 shows how







Where (in both 4.12 and 4.13):
- I0 represents initial investment cost in €.
- r is the internal rate of return.
- CFi is the cash flow result after the period i in €.
After this last iterating step, a value of IRR is obtained that allows for the comparison
to take place.
Solar thermal
Although the economic analysis for the solar thermal technology looks a lot like the
one that has just been introduced for solar PV, some things do change from one to the
other and need to be explained.
The initial investment cost formula remains the same (equation 4.7), but the percentage
of the installation that the panels represent changes from 58 to 38 per cent, as thermal
systems containmanymore and pricier components such as tanks, insulation, etc. [16].
The cash flow formula does vary slightly. Apart from taking into account that ev-
ery generated kWh is now replacing natural gas instead of electricity, demand varia-
tions also need to be considered. Whereas electricity demand will remain almost static
throughout the year, thermal energy demand varies greatly with the need of household
heating in winter. Consequently, when trying to satisfy energy demand in the coldest
season, it must be taken into account that thermal panels will not be as profitable dur-
ing the summer months; they will be sitting in the roof receiving unusable sunlight.
Therefore, although this was not required for PV systems, the total size of the thermal
panel array must be known in order to calculate profitability per square metre.
As seen on equation 4.14, the total amount of the generated thermal energy ismultiplied
by natural gas prices and divided by the total sistem size in order to get the real cash
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flow figure in € perm2.
CFi =




- Tw is the thermal energy demand in winter in kWh.
- Ts is the thermal energy demand in summer per kWh.
- Ps is the expected natural gas price in Spain during the period i.
- Npanels is the number of panels.
- S is the size of a the chosen thermal panel.
Similarly towhat happenedwith some variables in equation 4.8, some context is needed
for the variables in equation 4.14.
In the first place, thermal energy demands are estimated as depicted in section 4.2.1.
The total thermal energy demand comes from adding upDHWdemand and household
heating demand, if applicable.
The aforementioned need to size thermal systems in order to calculate profitability is re-
flected in theNpanels variable in equation 4.14. This variable has a linear correlationwith
the average winter energy demand, which has been chosen as the adequate amount of
thermal energy the system should be able to provide. The number of panels needed for
the thermal installation is computed as equation 4.15 shows.
Npanels =
Tw
151 · PSH · ηt · S
(4.15)
Where:
- Tw is the thermal energy demand in winter in kWh.
- 151 are the total number of days in the winter season.
- PSH are the peak sun hours in a certain location.
- ηt is the thermal efficiency of the chosen panel.
- S is the size of the chosen panel in square metres.
The last variable of equation 4.14 that needs to be put into context is natural gas price.
As with electricity, it will be assumed that gas prices will vary according to a CPI yearly
increase of 2% as explained in equation 4.10. In the case of natural gas, Spain has two
regulated tariffs depending on the level of consumption of the user. If the user needs
less than 5000 kWh yearly, the first tariff will apply and the initial price for the calcula-
tion will be equal to 6 cents/kWh. On the other hand, if the user needs more than 5000
kWh yearly, the second tariff comes into play at a rate of 5,2 cents/kWh. Both natural
gas prices correspond to the regulated tariffs as of March 2020.
Finally, the internal rate of return is calculated as explained in the PV subsection and
compared to that of the other two technologies.
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Hybrid PVT
Having explained how the analysis is conducted in both photovoltaic and thermal tech-
nologies, the hybrid version is easy to describe as it simply is a joint evaluation of both
electricity and thermal energy yields. The initial investment cost formula (Equation
4.7) is still valid. Again, the percentage of installation cost that the panels represent
needs to be changed, now to a 56,76% of the total investment costs [14].
The cash flow formula is obtained from adding up both previous formulas, as a hybrid
panel is essentially a combination of a photovoltaic and a thermal panel. Equation 4.16
shows what the cash flow formula looks like.
CF (i) = E · Pe,i · SC + EPs,i · (1− SC) +
(Tw + Ts) · Pg,i
Npanels · S
(4.16)
The variables that appear in equation 4.16 represent the same as in the previous cash
flow equations (4.8, 4.14) and assumptions for self consumption, thermal energy de-
mand and electricity and natural gas prices remain the same.
Finally, the internal rate of return can be calculated in the same way as before and com-
pared to the other two technologies.
4.2.3 Relevant assumptions
To finish the explanation of how the tool at handwill handle the calculation process, it is
necessary to present the values of certain assumptions that have beenmade concerning
different constants. These assumptions are:
• Initial electricity price: 0.15 €/kWh
• Initial surplus compensation amount: 0.03 €/KWh
• Initial natural gas price (1st regulated tariff): 0.061 €/KWh
• Initial natural gas price (2nd regulated tariff): 0.054 €/KWh
• PV panel price: 240.0 €
• Thermal panel price: 377.2 €
• Hybrid panel price: 397.6 €
• Interest rate: 2%
• Expected annual CPI increases: 2%




The second objective of this project was to get to a working prototype. This has been
made possible through the creation of a web application with the use of the JavaScript,
HTML and CSS programming languages. While HTML and CSS have been used for
the design of the website itself, JavaScript can be considered to be the important part of
the coding process because it is in charge of the calculations and the external queries
that need to be conducted.
Figure 5.1: Javascript logo
Overall, the devised web application is what is known as a single-page application
(SPA). SPAs are generally charachterized by having thin server architectures because
they move the logic from the server to the client side. The SPA approach has been cho-
sen because, as the single-page applicaton name indicates, there is only one page to be
loaded. As a consequence, although the initial load time is greater than in server-based
applications, this helps reduce loading times within the app to almost zero, greatly im-
proving the user experience. What the present tool does, in summary, is pre-load the
necessary scripts before the website is loaded and then dynamically change its contents
according to the interaction it has with the user.
5.1 Plugins and APIs
An important part of the app are the plugins that have been used to introduce some
important functionalities to the website and the APIs (Application Programming In-
terfaces) that allow the tool to query external databases and obtain information from
them. All of them will be introduced in this subsection, and the practical implementa-
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tion will be shown for the most important ones. A general overview of the application
architecure is shown in figure 5.2.
Figure 5.2: Basic application architecture overview
5.1.1 Leaflet
Leaflet is an open-source JavaScript library that allows for the inclusion of interactive
maps to this project. It comes with a very wide range of mapping features and relies
on the support of multiple third-party plugins developed by its community.
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Figure 5.3: Leaflet logo
Together with Leaflet, three of these third party plugins have been used.
1. The leaflet-geoman plugin has been used to introduce the necessary drawing func-
tionalities to the map. Leaflet does include drawing tool support but geoman makes it
easier to extract location data out of the drawn layers, which is essential for the purpose
of this project.
2. The leaflet-control-geocoder plugin has been used to introduce a search bar func-
tionality to the map.
3. The leaflet-google-mutant plugin has been used to correctly integrate Leaflet with
the Google Maps API, which is harder to do without using it.
Leaflet implementation
The following listing shows the code that has been used to implement the interactive
satellite map into the tool. This includes the map initialization, the use of Google Mu-
tant to allow Leaflet andGoogleMaps integration and the inclusion of the geomanmap
controls and the geocoder search bar.
1 let myMap = L.map(’myMap ’, {zoomControl: false }).setView ([41.3851 ,
2.1734] , 13);
2




6 position: ’topleft ’,
7 drawCircle: false ,
8 drawRectangle: false ,
9 drawPolyline: false ,
10 drawMarker: false ,
11 drawCircleMarker: false ,
12 editMode: false ,











Listing 5.1: Leaflet implementation
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5.1.2 CanvasJS
CanvasJS is a plugin that allows for the inclusion of interactive charts withinwebsites or
apps. The trial version of CanvasJS has been used to display the yearly expected system
cashflows in the final dashboard of the tool by means of a bar chart.
Figure 5.4: CanvasJS logo
The code used for the implementation of the canvaJS utility is shown in appendix I.
5.1.3 PVGIS
The Photovoltaic Geographical Information System (PVGIS) is part of the joint research
center of the European Comission and provides all kinds of useful information for PV
systems. Among other things, PVGIS maintains a free access database that anyone can
consult. Within this project, the PVGIS API has been used to obtain location-specific
irradiation data, which is essential to calculate the energy yield of prospective solar
systems.
Figure 5.5: PVGIS logo
PVGIS API call
The PVGis API call is made through an XML HTTP request automatically whenever a
polygon is drawn on the map. The app extracts the geographical location of the first
drawn point from the Leaflet layer via the Turf JavaScript library and translates it into
GeoJSON format. The latitude and longitude are then put into strings that can be placed
inside the PVGIS request.
1 myMap.on(’pm:create ’, e => {
2 const layer = e.layer;
3 roofSize = (turf.area(layer.toGeoJSON ())).toFixed (2);
4 console.log(layer.toGeoJSON ());
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5 coord1 = layer.toGeoJSON ().geometry.coordinates [0][0][0];
6 coord2 = layer.toGeoJSON ().geometry.coordinates [0][0][1];
7
8 var xhttp = new XMLHttpRequest ();
9 xhttp.onreadystatechange = function () {
10 if (this.readyState == 4 && this.status == 200) {





16 var lat = coord2.toString ();
17 var lon = coord1.toString ();
18
19 xhttp.open("GET", "https ://re.jrc.ec.europa.eu/api/mrcalc?lat=" +




Listing 5.2: PVGIS API call
5.1.4 Google Maps API
Lastly, the Google Maps API has been used to obtain the satellite imagery that needs
to be displayed on the interactive map. Google Cloud services are not free but the
company grants 300 USD of initial trial credit, which is more than enough for the de-
velopment of this project. Just to give an example, during the coding process, 582 API
calls were made that amounted to a total cost of 3,65 USD.
Figure 5.6: Google maps logo
The Google Maps API is called via a script tag in the HTML section of the code, where
a special API key needs to be specified, and the maps are implemented together with
Leaflet as shown in listing 1.
5.2 Implementation of the algorithm
Overall, the code of the application is quite simple. It contains a lot of trivial variable
declarations and simple mathematical operations which, although important for the
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correct functioning of the tool, are not worth mentioning in this report. Therefore, this
section is going to focus solely on the most important aspect of the calculation process,
which is how the algorithm has been implemented. The rest of the code can be found
uncut in appendix I.
5.2.1 Code
After having obtained the necessary input variables (the process will be shown in chap-
ter 6) the code follows the same structure that was detailed in section 4.2 to get to an
IRR value for each of the three technologies and be able to compare them.
The following listing shows how IRR for PV panels is calculated.
1 // Calculation of generated electricity for PV
2
3 var generatedElectricity = orientationFactor * 0.001 * ESH * 365 *
panelPower/panelSize;
4
5 // Calculation of the Cash Flow array for PV
6
7 var yearlyValue = cashFlowPV(generatedElectricity , futurePrice , sC,
futureSurplusPrice , interestRate , investmentTime , initialInvestment);
8
9 var vanPV = (yearlyValue.reduce ((a,b) => a + b, 0)).toFixed (2);
10
11 // Calculation of the internal rate of return with a 0.01 error margin.
12
13 var interestIRR = 0;
14
15 while (cashFlowPV(generatedElectricity , futurePrice , sC,
futureSurplusPrice , interestIRR , investmentTime , initialInvestment).
reduce ((a,b) => a + b, 0) > 0){
16 interestIRR += 0.0001;
17 }
18
19 var IRR = (interestIRR * 100).toFixed (2);
Listing 5.3: Calculation of IRR for PV
The "cashFlowPV" function does what equation 4.8 describes. It iterates over the invest-
ment period and outputs an array containing the corresponding cash flows. The final
while loop is used to discover the IRR; it starts from 0% and keeps adding up until the
NPV of the investment is below 0.
For the other two technologies the process is quite similar. For thermal, we first de-
termine which of the two regulated tariffs applies based on the total thermal energy
demand obtained from each user (see how in section 4.2.1). We then proceed to use
the "cashFlowT" function and compute the IRR in the same way we did before. Finally,
the "cashFlowH" function is executed to obtain the annual cash flows for PVT and al-
lows us to find the IRR for this particular technology. In both cases, the code is similar
to what can be observed in listing 5.3 and it can be found in the appendix I.
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Once the three IRRs have been found, we can compare them to each other and advance
to the next steps of the algorithm depending on the comparison result. The practical
implementation of these last steps is not complex, it just consists of a series of condi-
tional statements that do exactly what figure 4.3 details. Once again, the code can be




The user interface (UI) is an essential part of the tool, as it interacts with the users in
order for the application to obtain the necessary information. Having the users inmind,
the UI needs to make sure they have a positive user experience while also ensuring the
reliability of the information they share. In general, this is achieved by having short
loading times and keeping the whole process short, asking very few brief and concise
questions. In this chapter, the design of the application is discussed and the user flow
is presented.
6.1 Context: the Megawatt brand
To have a tool open up directly in the browser without any kind of context or informa-
tion to back it up could be a bit strange. That is why prior to the making of the design
of the tool, a brand was created under the name of Megawatt.
Figure 6.1: Logo of Megawatt
To follow some minimal design guidelines, it was decided for the color palette of the
tool to revolve around the two colors that appear on the logo. These two are (in HEX
code) #ffd600 (yellow) and #062247 (blue). Making use of this brand imagery, a home-
page was designed to serve as an introductory page that users will need to go through
before accessing the tool. Figure 6.2 shows what this homepage looks like.
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Figure 6.2: Megawatt website homepage
6.2 Obtention of the input variables
The input variables presented in section 4.2 form the base of everything that comes
afterwards. Therefore, it is important to introduce how they are obtained and what is
the interaction that the user has with the website in the process.
After clicking the "Join the revolution" button in the homepage, users will be guided to
the first step, where they will be asked to draw their roof on a map, as shown in figure
6.3.
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Figure 6.3: Example of the drawing process
From this drawing two things are obtained: the area of the roof and its coordinates.
As mentioned in section 4.2.1, the roof size represents the space restriction that we will
need to take into account and the coordinates will be used to obtain the solar irradiation
of each particular location.
Right after finishing the roof drawing, the next step appears automatically on screen.
This second step is the final one and requires six short questions to be answered. They
can be grouped into three different groups of two questions each, based on how the
user is going to answer them. Figure 6.4 shows the first two questions.
Figure 6.4: Questions 1 and 2
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These first two questions are used to estimate the total energy demand of the household
and are answered intuitively by clicking on the "-" and "+" buttons. This input style
ensures the validity of the obtained data for the subsequent steps, as nothing apart
from integer numbers can be input. The second group of questions is answered by
means of checkboxes.
Figure 6.5: Questions 3 and 4
These questions serve the purpose of getting to know our users better, as explained
previously in section 4.2.1. Firstly, by knowing the periods of major electricity con-
sumption we will be able to better estimate the profitability of PV and hybrid panels.
Secondly, knowing whether a house uses electrified water or space heating will be use-
ful to correctly allocate the previously calculated energy demands, which in turn also
means being better at estimating the profitability of the systems we are trying to plan
out.
The last group of questions, as can be observed in figure 6.6, is answered with the help
of slider bars.
Figure 6.6: Questions 5 and 6
By knowing the answers to these questions, we are able to calculate the energy yield of
our system more accurately.
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6.3 Presentation of the results
After having answered these questions, the system can be calculated and the user is
taken to the final dashboard, which can be seen in figure 6.7.
Figure 6.7: Output dashboard
The dashboard includes the most important details of the calculated system such as the
number of panels to be installed (with a link to their technical datasheet), the total cost
of the system, the profit to be made over the investment period, the total annual energy
generation and the electric and thermal power to be installed. It also includes a bar
plot, implemented with CanvasJS, that shows how profits evolve over time and allows,
by hovering on it, to know exactly what the accumulated cashflow is at a certain period
within the investment horizon.

Chapter 7
Usage example and result assessment
After having explained how the tool has been developed and what the user interface
is like, it is now time to go through a system configuration process and evaluate the
obtained results. Afterwards, the final results will be compared to those that some of
the tools that were analyzed in chapter 3 output under similar search parameters.
7.1 Example
As explained in the previous chapter and just as any other customer would do, we first
draw a roof on the map as shown in figure 7.1.
Figure 7.1: Map drawing example




Figure 7.2: Step 2 example
With these inputs the outcome turns out to be a solar system containing 1 thermal panel
and 9 hybrid PVT panels with the following key metrics:
Cost 7297.12 €
Profit 16703.74 €
Total generation 15120.26 kWh/year
Electric power 3.15 kWp
Thermal power 11.19 kWt
It’s worth pointing out that the "Total generation" figure includes both electricity and
thermal energy. Of course, it excludes all of the thermal energy that is generated through-
out the year and is not able to be used due to a lack of demand. The annual sav-
ings, which can be obtained from dividing the total profit by the total investment time,
amount to 668 € per year.
7.2 Result assessment
Under similar inputs, the offers of Repsol Solify and EDP Solar have been the ones
depicted in figure 7.3.
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(a) EDP solar offer (b) Solify offer
Figure 7.3: EDP Solar and Repsol Solify outputs
EDP Solar, as we had seen before, has two outputs; one is a low investment opportu-
nity and the other, which appears in figure 7.3a, is the optimal solution that maximizes
profit. In this case, EDP says that with an initial investment of 7499 €, 9 panels will be
installed with a total peak power of 4 kWp and annual savings will amount to 572 €.
Repsol Solify’s offer is lower. The total investment cost is undisclosed, but they do pro-
vide the total number of panels, which is 5, together with the annual savings. With this
1.7 kWp system they say these savings amount to 325 €.
A positive realization to be made when comparing these two offers with the one ob-
tained from the developed tool is that their magnitudes are similar. Whatmaybe stands
out is that the hybrid system Megawatt is offering turns out to be cheaper than the PV
system of similar order offered by EDP. This is strange because hybrid solar energy
should be more expensive than solar PV. Nevertheless, this can be explained by profit
margins not being included in the Megawatt offer.
It is certainly difficult to saywhether the estimations are valid, andmuchmore so when
taking into account that we are comparing an almost entirely hybrid system to two com-
pletely photovoltaic based ones. So, although it is hard to reach conclusions without




The total cost of the project can be divided into human capital costs and the costs asso-
ciated with IT resources. The breakdown of each one of these costs is as follows:






Planning 10 15 150
Research and ideation 60 30 1800
Web design 10 30 300
Web development/testing 100 30 3000
Reporting 40 15 600
TOTAL 5850 €








Laptop 1350 8 years 5 months 70
Online JS development course 16 - - 16
Google Cloud Services 3 - - 3
Programming software Free - - Free
Overleaf - LaTeX editor Free - - Free
TOTAL 89 €





It can be said that the process of making this project has had no considerable impact on
the environment aside from the small amount of energy that the necessary laptop has
operated on. However, because this project revolves around the idea of solar energy
and its expansion, it seems reasonable to provide a short analysis of as to why society
should be moving in this direction.
9.1 A short discussion on the energy transition
In the last centuries, humanity has been able to find solutions to a great deal of problems
that have largely improved the quality of life of billions. This was powered by copious
amounts of cheap and high quality energy coming from fossil fuels, which still are
our main source of energy today. However, the paradigm needs to change, as energy
coming from fossil fuels becomes increasingly harder to extract from the ground and
their externalities make it impossible to carry on with their consumption at the actual
rates.
Such a trend can be observedwith the energy return on investment (EROI),which is the
ratio of the quantity of energy obtained from a given process to the quantity of energy
that was consumed in that same process . This metric is nearly impossible to calculate
accurately because of the enormous amount of variables that go into it, but while many
scientific studies differ on what the exact EROI values of different technologies are,
many other studies reach similar conclusions when it comes to their past and future
evolution.
It is relevant to mention that a wide range of economic theories orbit around the idea of
EROI and use it to explain possible recessions, upswings in the economy or changes in
the electricity prices. Notwithstanding how fascinating these theories are, they will not
be explored in the present document as it would take another whole thesis to comment
on them and the need for an energy transition can be explained regardless.
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Figure 9.1: Evolution of the joint EROI of fossil fuels
As can be seen in figure 9.1, the current global average EROI for fossil fuels is close to
20:1 and, according to this same study, is expected to keep descending in the coming
years as fossil fuel production resorts to more and more marginal resources [17]. In
contrast, the EROI of solar PV currently ranges from 5 to 30:1 [18] and is only expected
to rise from here, as technology improvements happen and economies of scale keep
making the production process of modules more material and energy efficient.
Overall, solar and other renewable energies lack some of the desireable traits of fossil
fuels: they are not as energy-dense, have lower EROIs as of today and tend to be inter-
mittent. However, the costs of some of those renewable energies are already comparable
to those of fossil fuels and are expected to keep falling.
Fossil fuels have solved a lot of problems and have brought humanity to a whole dif-
ferent stage, and it may be scary to think about not being able to rely on such stable
and convenient sources of energy. But the truth is, be it for their externalities or their
scarcity, that it is obvious that their era is coming to an end. Therefore, the question to
pose is not whether an energy transition is needed, but when do we want it to happen.
It is unknown if a revolutionary new technologywill appear in the near future, but even
if project ITER turns out to be a success and nuclear fusion becomes a reality, it will take
years to test and install commercial reactors and, by that time, the 1.5 ºCmark set by the
Paris agreement will not be attainable if we did not start making efforts today. So the
answer to when the energy transition needs to take place is as soon as possible; because
the necessary technologies are already available and the EROI of fossil fuels, whose
expenditure is undeniably necessary to bring this transition to life, is at the highest that
it will ever be from now on.
Chapter 10
Conclusions
Looking back on the beginning of this project there were twomain objectives; to devise
a calculation process for a solar quoting tool and to create aworking prototype based on
it. As is proven by the present document, both objectives have been achieved and, apart
from these more formal aspects, the project has also successfully served the purpose of
providing invaluable experience in the areas of product design, solar energy and web
development.
In order to get to the final result, it was first necessary to conduct an initial market
study with the aim of comprehending the actual state of the art of solar quoting tools.
Afterwards, some timewas spent in trying to find an algorithm that fitted the requisites
of the project, which took some iterations from the first raw idea to the final outcome.
Finally, the tool was implemented as a web application with the help of the Javascript
programming language.
In respect to the results obtained by the tool, a much more in depth analysis would be
needed in order to determine whether its estimations are realistic or not. A practical
case was briefly analyzed in chapter 7, where it was observed that the final estimations
for that particular scenario didn’t look like they were too far away from reality.
The project had defined but flexible goals, which has intrinsically translated to a great
deal of freedom in terms of decision making. Especially during the ideation process,
many features had to be left out due to the relatively short time span of the project.
Some of these features and other improvements can be found in section 10.1.
10.1 Future improvements
1. Save and resume projects: The inclusion of login capabilities into the website
with the aim of being able to save projects and resume them afterwards.
2. Improved dashboard: The developed dashboard has a poor design and contains
very little information due to the lack of time available during the development
process. Moreover, the current dashboard does notmake use of a lot of datawhich
is already stored in the form of variables within the code. By using it and display-
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ing it elegantly, the user experience could be improved.
3. Dynamic assumptions: As mentioned in section 4.1, a lot of assumptions are
made that make the tool capable of doing making estimations within mainland
Spain and regions of similar latitude, but that make it completely useless if we
want to use it in the southern hemisphere, for example. Some additions could be
made to the code in order to support other regions adequately by dynamically
changing the considered assumptions based on location.
4. Shading: In this project, the problem of mutual shading between panels was
adressed. However, ordinary shading coming from nearby trees or buildings is
also important and was not taken into account. Maybe with future tools it will
even be possible to implement this capability simply from satellite imagery.
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4 <meta charset=’utf -8’>
5 <meta http -equiv=’X-UA-Compatible ’ content=’IE=edge ’>
6 <title >Megawatt </title>
7 <meta name=’viewport ’ content=’width=device -width , initial -scale=1’>
8 <link rel=’stylesheet ’ type=’text/css ’ media=’screen ’ href=’css/
style.css ’>





12 <link rel="stylesheet" href="css/leaflet -geoman.css">
13 <link rel="stylesheet" href="libs/leaflet -search.min.css">
14 <link rel="stylesheet" href="https :// unpkg.com/leaflet -control -
geocoder/dist/Control.Geocoder.css" />
15 <script src="https :// unpkg.com/leaflet@1 .6.0/ dist/leaflet.js"
16 integrity="sha512 -gZwIG9x3wUXg2hdXF6+rVkLF /0
Vi9U8D2Ntg4Ga5I5BZpVkVxlJWbSQtXPSiUTtC0TjtGOmxa1AJPuV0CPthew =="
17 crossorigin=""></script >
18 <script src="js/mapa.js" defer></script >
19 <script src="js/leaflet -geoman.min.js"></script >
20 <script src="libs/leaflet -search.min.js"></script >
21 <script src=’js/funcions.js’ defer></script >
22 <script src=’https :// unpkg.com/@turf/turf/turf.min.js’></script >
23 <script src="https :// maps.googleapis.com/maps/api/js?key=INSERT API
KEY HERE" async defer></script >
24 <script src=’https :// unpkg.com/leaflet.gridlayer.googlemutant@latest
/Leaflet.GoogleMutant.js ’></script >
25 <script src="https :// unpkg.com/leaflet -control -geocoder/dist/Control
.Geocoder.js"></script >





30 <div id = "myMap"></div>
31 <div id = "logoDiv"><img id = "logo" src="images/logo.png"></div>
32 <div id = "preguntes"><p style="font -size: xx -large; color: #062247"
>We need to know a few more things ...</p>
33 <div class = "pregunta">
34 <div class="textPregunta">How many people live in the house?
</div>
35 <img src="images/men.png" class="preguntaContent"><br>
36 <div class="operator" onclick="restar ()">-</div><div id="




38 <div class = "pregunta">
39 <div class="textPregunta">How big is the house?</div>
40 <img src="images/house.png" class="preguntaContent"><br>
41 <div class="operator" onclick="restar10 ()">-</div><div id="
houseSize">50</div><div class ="operator" onclick="
sumar10 ()">+</div>
42 </div>
43 <div class = "pregunta">
44 <div class="textPregunta">When do you use electricity the
most?</div>
45 Morning <input type="checkbox" id="selfConsumptionM"><br>
46 Afternoon <input type="checkbox" id="selfConsumptionA"><br>
47 Night<input type="checkbox" id="selfConsumptionN">
48 </div>
49 <div class = "pregunta">
50 <div class="textPregunta">Check the boxes if you have:</div>
51 Electric space heating <input type="checkbox" id="
spaceHeating"><br>
52 Electric water heating <input type="checkbox" id="hotWater">
53 </div>
54 <div class = "pregunta">
55 <div class="textPregunta">What is the slope of your roof?</
div>
56 <img id="teulada" src="images/line.png"><p id="angleTeulada"
>0 </p><br>
57 <input type="range" min="0" max="50" value="0" class="slider
" id="myRange" oninput="rotar()">
58 </div>
59 <div class = "pregunta">
60 <div class="textPregunta">What direction is your roof facing
?</div>
61 <img id="teulada2" src="images/arrow.png"><p id="
direccioTeulada">S</p><br>
62 <input type="range" min="0" max="360" value="0" class="
slider" id="myRange2" oninput="rotar2 ()">
63 </div>
64 <div id="submitButton">Submit </div>
65 </div>
66
67 <div id="output">Here ’s your personalized solar system located in<b
id="coordinates"></b>
68 <div id="whiteSpace"></div>
69 <div id = "breakdown">
70 <div class="panels">
71 <div class="outputPanels" id="pvPanel">
72 <div class="panelNumber" id="numberOne">0</div>
73 <div class="technicalSheet" id="technicalSheetOne">
PV panels <br><a href="pdf/pvDataSheet.pdf" target
="_blank"><small >See datasheet </small ></a></div>
74 </div>
75 <div class="outputPanels" id="thermalPanel">
76 <div class="panelNumber" id="numberTwo">0</div>
77 <div class="technicalSheet" id="technicalSheetTwo">
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Thermal panels <br><a href="pdf/thermalDataSheet.
PDF" target="_blank"><small >See datasheet </small >
</a></div>
78 </div>
79 <div class="outputPanels" id="hybridPanel">
80 <div class="panelNumber" id="numberThree">0</div>
81 <div class="technicalSheet" id="technicalSheetThree"
>Hybrid panels <br><a href="pdf/hybridDataSheet.






86 <div class="investmentFigures" id ="price"></div>
87 <div class="investmentFigures" id="profit"></div>





93 <div class="investmentFigures" id ="KWp"></div>











2 let myMap = L.map(’myMap ’, {zoomControl: false }).setView ([41.3851 ,
2.1734] , 13);
3




7 position: ’topleft ’,
8 drawCircle: false ,
9 drawRectangle: false ,
10 drawPolyline: false ,
11 drawMarker: false ,
12 drawCircleMarker: false ,
13 editMode: false ,





19 myMap.pm.enableDraw(’Polygon ’, {
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31 var roofSize = 0;
32 var coord1 = 0;
33 var coord2 = 0;
34
35 myMap.on(’pm:create ’, e => {
36 const layer = e.layer;
37 roofSize = (turf.area(layer.toGeoJSON ())).toFixed (2);
38 console.log(layer.toGeoJSON ());
39 coord1 = layer.toGeoJSON ().geometry.coordinates [0][0][0];
40 coord2 = layer.toGeoJSON ().geometry.coordinates [0][0][1];
41
42 var xhttp = new XMLHttpRequest ();
43 xhttp.onreadystatechange = function () {
44 if (this.readyState == 4 && this.status == 200) {





50 var lat = coord2.toString ();
51 var lon = coord1.toString ();
52
53 xhttp.open("GET", "https ://re.jrc.ec.europa.eu/api/mrcalc?lat=" +




56 document.getElementById("myMap").style.transition = "all 1s";
57
58 document.getElementById("myMap").style.zIndex = -1;
59 document.getElementById("myMap").style.opacity = 0;
60 document.getElementById("myMap").style.pointerEvents = "none";
61 });
62
63 var north = L.control ({ position: "topright"});
64 north.onAdd = function(map) {
65 var div = L.DomUtil.create("div", "info legend");






71 var submitButton = document.getElementById("submitButton");
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72
73 var ESHstring = "";
74
75 var info = document.getElementById("info");
76 var solarDetails = document.getElementById("solarDetails")
77 var demo = document.getElementById("demo");
78
79 // PV calculations
80 // Assumptions related to energy
81
82 var panelPower = 370;
83 var panelSize = 1.75;
84 var panelPrice = 240;
85 var percentageOfSystemPrice = 0.58;
86
87 // Assumptions related to money
88
89 var initialInvestment = -1 * panelPrice /( panelSize*
percentageOfSystemPrice);
90 var electricityPrice = 0.15;
91 var futurePrice = [];
92 var surplusPrice = 0.03;
93 var futureSurplusPrice = [];
94 var interestRate = 0.02;
95 var IPC = 0.02;
96 var investmentTime = 25;
97
98 // Computation of electricity and surplus prices for the full investment
time
99
100 for (i = 0; i < investmentTime + 1; i++){
101 futurePrice.push(electricityPrice*Math.pow(1 + IPC , i));
102 futureSurplusPrice.push(surplusPrice*Math.pow(1 + IPC , i));
103 }
104
105 //Cash flow function , returns an array with the cashflow of every period
106
107 function cashFlowPV(e, p, self , ps, r, t, inv){
108
109 var yearlyCashFlow = [inv + e*p[0]* self + e*ps [0]*(1 - self)];
110
111 for (i = 1; i < t + 1; i++){
112 yearlyCashFlow.push((e*p[i]*self + e*ps[i]*(1 - self))/Math.pow






118 // Thermal calculations
119 // Assumptions related to energy
120
121 var panelEffT = 0.65;
122 var panelSizeT = 2.62;
123 var panelPriceT = 377.22;
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124 var percentageOfSystemPriceT = 0.38;
125
126 // Assumptions related to money
127
128 var initialInvestmentT = -1 * panelPriceT /( panelSizeT*
percentageOfSystemPriceT);
129 var gasPriceF = 0.061;
130 var gasPriceS = 0.054;
131 var futureGasPriceF = [];
132 var futureGasPriceS = [];
133
134 // Computation of future gas prices for the full investment time and the
two regulated tariffs (F (first) for TUR1 and S (second) for TUR2)
135
136 for (i = 0; i < investmentTime + 1; i++){
137 futureGasPriceF.push(gasPriceF*Math.pow(1 + IPC , i));
138 futureGasPriceS.push(gasPriceS*Math.pow(1 + IPC , i));
139 }
140
141 //Cash flow function , returns an array with the cashflow of every period
142
143 function cashFlowT(wD, sD , p, n, s, r, t, inv){
144 var yearlyCashFlow = [inv + ((wD+sD)*p[0])/(n*s)];
145
146 for (i = 1; i < t + 1; i++){








154 // Hybrid calculations
155 // Assumptions related to energy
156
157 var panelPowerH = 350;
158 var panelEffH = 0.53;
159 var panelSizeH = 1.96;
160 var panelPriceH = 568 * 0.7;
161 var percentageOfSystemPriceH = 0.5676;
162
163 // Assumptions related to money
164 var initialInvestmentH = -1 *panelPriceH /( panelSizeH *
percentageOfSystemPriceH);
165
166 function cashFlowH(e, pe , self , ps, wD , sD , pg, n, s, r, t, inv){
167 var yearlyCashFlow = [inv + e*pe[0]* self + e*ps [0]*(1 - self) + ((
wD+sD)*pg[0])/(n*s)];
168 for (i = 1; i < t + 1; i++){
169 yearlyCashFlow.push ((((wD+sD)*pg[i])/(n*s) + (e*pe[i]*self + e*
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173 }
174
175 // Function to caclulate the cashflow for the definitive system
176
177 function totalCashFlow(e, pe , self , ps, tE , pg, r, t, inv){
178 var yearlyCashFlow = [-inv + e*pe[0]* self + e*ps [0]*(1 - self) + tE
*pg [0]];
179 for (i = 1; i < t + 1; i++){
180 yearlyCashFlow.push((tE*pg[i] + (e*pe[i]*self + e*ps[i]*(1 -






186 function rotar (){
187 var value = document.getElementById("myRange").value;
188 var angle = value.toString ();
189 document.getElementById("angleTeulada").innerHTML = angle + " ";
190 document.getElementById("teulada").style.webkitTransform = "rotate(-
" + angle + "deg)";
191 }
192
193 function rotar2 (){
194 var value = document.getElementById("myRange2").value;
195 var angle = value.toString ();
196 var direccio = "";
197 if (angle < 30)
198 direccio = "S";
199 else if (angle >= 30 && angle < 60)
200 direccio = "SE";
201 else if (angle >= 60 && angle < 120)
202 direccio = "E";
203 else if (angle >= 120 && angle < 150)
204 direccio = "NE";
205 else if (angle >= 150 && angle < 210)
206 direccio = "N";
207 else if (angle >= 210 && angle < 240)
208 direccio = "NW";
209 else if (angle >= 240 && angle < 300)
210 direccio = "W";
211 else if (angle >= 300 && angle < 330)
212 direccio = "SW";
213 else
214 direccio = "S";
215
216 document.getElementById("direccioTeulada").innerHTML = direccio;
217 document.getElementById("teulada2").style.webkitTransform = "rotate
(-" + angle + "deg)";
218 }
219
220 function sumar (){
221 var value = parseInt(document.getElementById("numberOfDwellers").
innerHTML);




225 function restar (){
226 var value = parseInt(document.getElementById("numberOfDwellers").
innerHTML);
227 if (value == 0)
228 return
229 document.getElementById("numberOfDwellers").innerHTML = value - 1;
230 }
231
232 function sumar10 (){
233 var value = parseInt(document.getElementById("houseSize").innerHTML)
;
234 document.getElementById("houseSize").innerHTML = value + 10;
235 }
236
237 function restar10 (){
238 var value = parseInt(document.getElementById("houseSize").innerHTML)
;
239 if (value == 0)
240 return




245 submitButton.onclick = function (){
246
247 document.getElementById("preguntes").style.display = "none";
248
249 //We fetch the variables and make sure that at least one of the
electricity consumption periods is checked
250 var selfConsumptionM = document.getElementById("selfConsumptionM");
251 var selfConsumptionA = document.getElementById("selfConsumptionA");
252 var selfConsumptionN = document.getElementById("selfConsumptionN");
253 var spaceHeating = document.getElementById("spaceHeating");
254 var hotWater = document.getElementById("hotWater");
255 var roofSlope = document.getElementById("myRange").value;
256 var roofOrientation = document.getElementById("myRange2").value;
257
258 roofSlope = roofSlope*Math.PI/180;
259
260 var exploitationFactor = Math.sin (50* Math.PI/180- roofSlope)/Math.tan
(25* Math.PI/180 + roofSlope) + Math.cos (50* Math.PI/180- roofSlope)
;
261
262 panelSize = 1.75 * exploitationFactor;
263 panelSizeH = 1.96 * exploitationFactor;
264 panelSizeT = 2.62 * exploitationFactor;
265
266 initialInvestment = -1 * panelPrice /( panelSize *
percentageOfSystemPrice);
267 initialInvestmentT = -1 * panelPriceT /( panelSizeT *
percentageOfSystemPriceT);
268 initialInvestmentH = -1 * panelPriceH /( panelSizeH *
percentageOfSystemPriceH);
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269
270 if (roofOrientation < 210 && roofOrientation > 150){
271 return alert("We do not recommend you to place panels in this
roof because it is facing north");
272 }
273 var alpha = 0;
274
275 if (roofOrientation < 150){
276 alpha = roofOrientation * - 1;
277 }
278 else{
279 alpha = (roofOrientation - 360) * - 1;
280 }
281




286 //We need to go through ESHString to find the monthly values and
store them in an array
287 var helpArray = [];
288 var helpString = ESHString.split("\n");
289
290 //The data is found in rows 5-16 and the ESH values after the 11th
character in each row
291
292 for (i = 5; i < 17; i++){
293 helpArray.push(helpString[i]. slice (11));
294 };
295
296 var arrayESH = helpArray;
297 arrayESH = arrayESH.map(Number);
298
299 var sC = 0;
300
301 if (selfConsumptionM.checked == true)
302 sC += 0.3;
303 if (selfConsumptionA.checked == true)
304 sC += 0.3;
305 if (selfConsumptionN.checked == true)
306 sC += 0.1;
307 if (sC == 0){




311 var ESH = (arrayESH.reduce ((a,b) => a + b, 0) /365).toFixed (2);
312 // showESH.innerHTML = ESH;
313 // showRoofSize.innerHTML = roofSize;
314 var numberOfDwellers = parseInt(document.getElementById("
numberOfDwellers").innerHTML);
315 // showDwellers.innerHTML = numberOfDwellers;
316 var houseSize = parseFloat(document.getElementById("houseSize").
innerHTML);
317 // showHouseSize.innerHTML = houseSize;
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318 // showSelfConsumption.innerHTML = sC;
319
320 // Calculation of generated electricity for PV
321
322 var generatedElectricity = orientationFactor * 0.001 * ESH * 365 *
panelPower/panelSize;
323
324 // Calculation of the Cash Flow array for PV
325
326 var yearlyValue = cashFlowPV(generatedElectricity , futurePrice , sC,
futureSurplusPrice , interestRate , investmentTime ,
initialInvestment);
327
328 var vanPV = (yearlyValue.reduce ((a,b) => a + b, 0)).toFixed (2);
329
330 // Calculation of the internal rate of return with a 0.01 error
margin.
331
332 var interestIRR = 0;
333
334 while (cashFlowPV(generatedElectricity , futurePrice , sC,
futureSurplusPrice , interestIRR , investmentTime ,
initialInvestment).reduce ((a,b) => a + b, 0) > 0){
335 interestIRR += 0.0001;
336 }
337
338 var IRR = (interestIRR * 100).toFixed (2);
339
340 // Calculation of generated thermal energy potential per square metre
341 var ESHWinter = (( arrayESH [1] + arrayESH [2] + arrayESH [3] + arrayESH
[10] + arrayESH [11]) /151).toFixed (2);
342 panelEffT = 0.65 / exploitationFactor;
343 var tEnergyWinter = orientationFactor * (ESHWinter) * panelEffT;
344 var tEnergySummer = ESH * panelEffT;
345
346 // Calculation of thermal demands
347
348 var avgWinterDemand = 53.61 * houseSize /(5 * 30.5) + 1.91 *
numberOfDwellers;
349 var avgSummerDemand = 1.91 * numberOfDwellers;
350
351 //Adapt demands to checkboxes about energy source
352 var electricityDemand = 0;
353
354 if (spaceHeating.checked == true){
355 avgWinterDemand = avgWinterDemand - 53.61 * houseSize /(5 * 30.5)
;
356 electricityDemand += 53.61 * houseSize;
357 }
358
359 if (hotWater.checked == true){
360 avgWinterDemand = avgWinterDemand - 1.91 * numberOfDwellers;
361 avgSummerDemand = avgSummerDemand - 1.91 * numberOfDwellers;
362 electricityDemand += 1.91 * numberOfDwellers * 365;
363 }
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364
365 if (avgWinterDemand < 1){
366 avgWinterDemand = 0;
367 }
368
369 if (avgSummerDemand < 1){




374 var totalWinterDemand = avgWinterDemand * 30.5 * 5;
375 var totalSummerDemand = avgSummerDemand * 30.5 * 7;
376 var totalDemand = Math.floor(totalWinterDemand + totalSummerDemand);
377
378 // Calculation of system size
379
380 var tSystemSize = avgWinterDemand/tEnergyWinter;
381 var numberOfPanelsT = Math.floor(tSystemSize/panelSizeT);
382
383 // Determination of the appropiate regulated tariff
384
385 if (totalDemand < 5000)
386 var gasPrice = futureGasPriceF;
387 else
388 var gasPrice = futureGasPriceS;
389
390 var vanT = 0;
391 var interestIRRT = 0;
392 var IRRT = 0;
393
394 // Calculation of the Cash Flow array for thermal energy





400 var yearlyValueT = cashFlowT(totalWinterDemand ,
totalSummerDemand , gasPrice , numberOfPanelsT , panelSizeT ,
interestRate , investmentTime , initialInvestmentT);
401 vanT = (yearlyValueT.reduce ((a,b) => a + b, 0)).toFixed (2);
402





408 while (cashFlowT(totalWinterDemand , totalSummerDemand ,
gasPrice , numberOfPanelsT , panelSizeT , interestIRRT ,
investmentTime , initialInvestmentT).reduce ((a,b) => a + b
, 0) > 0){
409 interestIRRT += 0.0001;
410 };
411





416 // Calculation of the generated electricity and thermal energy for
hybrid
417
418 var generatedElectricityH = orientationFactor * 0.001 * ESH * 365 *
panelPowerH/panelSizeH;
419 panelEffH = 0.53 / exploitationFactor;
420
421 var tEnergyWinterH = orientationFactor * (tEnergyWinter/panelEffT)*
panelEffH;
422 var tSystemSizeH = avgWinterDemand/tEnergyWinterH;
423
424 // Calculation of the Cash Flow array for the hybrid technology
425 ;
426 var numberOfPanelsH = Math.floor(tSystemSizeH/panelSizeH);
427 var yearlyValueH = 0;
428
429 var vanH = 0;
430 var interestIRRH = 0;
431
432 if (numberOfPanelsH <= 0){
433 yearlyValueH = cashFlowPV(generatedElectricityH , futurePrice , sC




436 yearlyValueH = cashFlowH(generatedElectricityH , futurePrice , sC,
futureSurplusPrice , totalWinterDemand , totalSummerDemand ,




439 var vanH = (yearlyValueH.reduce ((a,b) => a + b, 0)).toFixed (2);
440
441 if (numberOfPanelsH <= 0){
442 while (cashFlowPV(generatedElectricityH , futurePrice , sC,
futureSurplusPrice , interestIRRH , investmentTime ,
initialInvestmentH).reduce ((a,b) => a + b, 0) > 0){




447 while (cashFlowH(generatedElectricityH , futurePrice , sC,
futureSurplusPrice , totalWinterDemand , totalSummerDemand ,
gasPrice , numberOfPanelsH , panelSizeH , interestIRRH ,
investmentTime , initialInvestmentH).reduce ((a,b) => a + b, 0)
> 0){




452 var IRRH = (interestIRRH * 100).toFixed (2);
453
454 var solarSystem = [0, 0, 0];
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455
456 electricityDemand = electricityDemand + 1516 * numberOfDwellers;
457 var dailyElectricityDemand = electricityDemand /365;
458 var requiredPower = 1000 * dailyElectricityDemand /(ESH *
orientationFactor);
459
460 if (Math.max(IRR , IRRT , IRRH) == IRR){
461 solarSystem [0] = Math.floor(requiredPower/panelPower);
462 if (solarSystem [0] * panelSize > roofSize){
463 solarSystem [0] = Math.floor(roofSize/panelSize);
464 }
465 else{
466 solarSystem [1] = Math.floor(( avgWinterDemand/tEnergyWinter)/
panelSizeT);
467 if (( solarSystem [1] * panelSizeT + solarSystem [0] *
panelSize) > roofSize){





472 if (Math.max(IRR , IRRT , IRRH) == IRRT){
473 solarSystem [1] = Math.floor(( avgWinterDemand/tEnergyWinter)/
panelSizeT);
474 if (solarSystem [1] * panelSizeT > roofSize){
475 solarSystem [1] = Math.floor(roofSize/panelSizeT);
476 }
477 else{
478 solarSystem [0] = Math.floor(requiredPower/panelPower);
479 if (( solarSystem [1] * panelSizeT + solarSystem [0] *
panelSize) > roofSize){






485 var nPanelsPV = 0;
486 var nPanelsT = 0;
487
488 if (Math.max(IRR , IRRT , IRRH) == IRRH){
489
490 nPanelsPV = Math.floor(requiredPower/panelPowerH);
491 nPanelsT = Math.floor(tSystemSizeH/panelSizeH);
492
493 solarSystem [2] = Math.min(nPanelsPV ,nPanelsT);
494
495 if (solarSystem [2] == nPanelsT){
496 if (solarSystem [2] * panelSizeH > roofSize){
497 solarSystem [2] = Math.floor(roofSize/panelSizeH);
498 }
499 else{
500 solarSystem [0] = Math.floor(( requiredPower - panelPowerH
*nPanelsT)/panelPower)
501 if (( solarSystem [0] * panelSize + solarSystem [2] *
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panelSizeH) > roofSize){






507 if (solarSystem [2] * panelSizeH > roofSize){
508 solarSystem [2] = Math.floor(roofSize/panelSizeH);
509 }
510 else{
511 var tEnergyNeed = avgWinterDemand - solarSystem [2] *
panelSizeH * tEnergyWinterH;
512 solarSystem [1] = Math.floor(( tEnergyNeed/tEnergyWinter)/
panelSizeT);
513 if (( solarSystem [1] * panelSizeT + solarSystem [2] *
panelSizeH) > roofSize){







520 var output = document.getElementById("output");
521 output.style.display = "block";
522 output.style.opacity = "1";
523
524 var coordinates = document.getElementById("coordinates");
525 coordinates.innerHTML = coordinates.innerHTML + " " + coord2 + ", "
+ coord1;
526
527 var totalPrice = solarSystem [0]* panelPrice/percentageOfSystemPrice +
solarSystem [1]* panelPriceT/percentageOfSystemPriceT +
solarSystem [2]* panelPriceH/percentageOfSystemPriceH;
528 totalPrice = totalPrice.toFixed (2);
529
530 var realGeneratedElectricity = orientationFactor * (solarSystem [0] *
panelPower * ESH * 365 / 1000 + solarSystem [2] * panelPowerH *
ESH * 365 / 1000);
531 var realThermalEnergy = solarSystem [1] * panelEffT * panelSizeT *
ESHWinter * 151;
532 realThermalEnergy += solarSystem [2] * panelEffH * panelSizeH *
ESHWinter * 151;
533 realThermalEnergy += avgSummerDemand * 214;
534 realThermalEnergy = orientationFactor * realThermalEnergy;
535
536 var systemCashFlow = totalCashFlow(realGeneratedElectricity ,
futurePrice , sC , futureSurplusPrice , realThermalEnergy , gasPrice ,
interestRate , investmentTime , totalPrice);
537
538 for (i = 1; i < investmentTime + 1; i++){
539 systemCashFlow[i] = systemCashFlow[i] + systemCashFlow[i - 1];
540 }
541
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542




547 document.getElementById("pvPanel").style.display = "inline -block
";
548 document.getElementById("numberOne").innerHTML = solarSystem [0];
549 }
550




555 document.getElementById("thermalPanel").style.display = "inline -
block";
556 document.getElementById("numberTwo").innerHTML = solarSystem [1];
557 }
558




563 document.getElementById("hybridPanel").style.display = "inline -
block";






569 var colors = [];
570
571 for (i = 0; i < investmentTime + 1; i++){

















589 { label: "0", y: systemCashFlow [0], color: colors [0] },
590 { label: "1", y: systemCashFlow [1], color: colors [1] },
591 { label: "2", y: systemCashFlow [2], color: colors [2] },
592 { label: "3", y: systemCashFlow [3], color: colors [3] },
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593 { label: "4", y: systemCashFlow [4], color: colors [4]
},
594 { label: "5", y: systemCashFlow [5], color: colors [5]
},
595 { label: "6", y: systemCashFlow [6], color: colors [6] },
596 { label: "7", y: systemCashFlow [7], color: colors [7] },
597 { label: "8", y: systemCashFlow [8], color: colors [8] },
598 { label: "9", y: systemCashFlow [9], color: colors [9]
},
599 { label: "10", y: systemCashFlow [10], color: colors [10]
},
600 { label: "11", y: systemCashFlow [11], color: colors [11] },
601 { label: "12", y: systemCashFlow [12], color: colors [12] },
602 { label: "13", y: systemCashFlow [13], color: colors [13] },
603 { label: "14", y: systemCashFlow [14], color: colors [14]
},
604 { label: "15", y: systemCashFlow [15], color: colors [15]
},
605 { label: "16", y: systemCashFlow [16], color: colors [16]
},
606 { label: "17", y: systemCashFlow [17], color: colors [17] },
607 { label: "18", y: systemCashFlow [18], color: colors [18] },
608 { label: "19", y: systemCashFlow [19], color: colors [19] },
609 { label: "20", y: systemCashFlow [20], color: colors [20]
},
610 { label: "21", y: systemCashFlow [21], color: colors [21]
},
611 { label: "22", y: systemCashFlow [22], color: colors [22] },
612 { label: "23", y: systemCashFlow [23], color: colors [23] },







620 var totalEnergy = realGeneratedElectricity + realThermalEnergy;
621
622 document.getElementById("price").innerHTML = "Cost " + "<b>" +
totalPrice + " </b>";
623 document.getElementById("profit").innerHTML = "Profit " + "<b>" +
systemCashFlow [24]. toFixed (2) + " </b>";
624 document.getElementById("energy").innerHTML = "Generation " + "<b>"
+ totalEnergy.toFixed (2) + " kWh/year </b>";
625 document.getElementById("KWp").innerHTML = solarSystem [0] * 0.37 +
solarSystem [2]*0.35 + " KWp";
626 document.getElementById("KWt").innerHTML = solarSystem [1]*1.65 +
solarSystem [2]*1.06 + " KWt";
627 };
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II Datasheets
Figure II.I: Rec Alpha PV panel datasheet
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Figure II.II: Ferroli thermal panel datasheet p. 1
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Figure II.III: Ferroli thermal panel datasheet p. 2
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Figure II.IV: Abora solar hybrid panel datasheet
